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Primitive Sheep Needle Felt Mat
Materials
• Yarn: Wool tops in winter white, beige, black, medium brown
• Stranded embroidery floss (beige)
• Piece of green wool felt (33 x 33cm)
• Piece of a second colour wool felt (35 x 35cm)

tip: It frames the mat quite nicely if the second colour of felt is
darker than the one on top.

Designed by Debbie von Grabler-Crozier, The Folk Art Factory
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Primitive Sheep Needle Felt Mat
Tools
• Pen Style Needle Felting
Tool (Art No. 8901)

• Gold Eye Milliners Needles
(No. 3, 5, 7, 9)(Art No. 236)

• Scallop edged pinking shears
(optional)

• Needle Felting Mat
(Large)(Art No. 8911)

• Water Erasable Marker
(Fine)(Art No. 515)

• sewing machine

• Claw and Mat Cleaner
(Art No. 8919)

• Eraser Pen
(Art No. 518)

• iron

• Needle Felting Tool Refill
Needle(Art No. 8905)

• Sliding Gauge
(Art No.7706)

• Graph Ruler (50 cm)
(Art No.7703)

• Mesh Transfer Canvas
(Art No. 474)

• Patchwork Scissors
(Art No. 493)
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Making
1
NB: Please read all instructions through and assemble the equipment before beginning.
To begin with, use the Sliding Gauge set at 15cm (maximum) and the Water Erasable
Marker to make a circle on your ﬁrst piece of felt. Donʼ t cut it out just yet though.

tip: It is easier to work with the felt if it is still a square ( doesnʼ t stretch the edges
for a start). Your line will show you where the edge is and this helps you to place
the sheep.

2
Use your favourite method to transfer the sheep to the mat about 1.5cm in from the edge
and 2cm apart. This will give you four sheep.
Comments from designer:

I have free handed mine with the Water Erasable Marker but there are lots of other ways.
I love Cloverʼ s Mesh Transfer Canvas. It is a fabulous and reusable product- excellent if
you donʼ t trust your drawing skills.
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3

Once you have transferred the sheep, it is time to embroider! Begin

by colouring the head, horns and legs brown. Now come back in and
shade with the black.

tip: How do you know where to shade and where to highlight?

Imagine a light coming from the left or the right (it doesnʼ t matter

which but it is important to pick a side and stick to it). So if the light
comes from the left, shade the RIGHT and highlight the LEFT. The
opposite if the light is coming from the right.

4
Finish the head and legs with a bit of a highlight. You can
make your sheep as detailed or as simple as you like.

Comments from designer:

The Pen Style Needle Felting Tool (Art No. 8901) is
perfect for this.
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5
The bodies are next. Colour all over with beige and
then shade from the bottom up with brown and
ﬁnally add some winter white wool.

tip: Allow some of the previous two layers (base

colour and shade) to show through when you add
the white wool. This gives your sheep a shape.

6
Finally, come back and embroider the face with a

strand of beige embroidery ﬂoss and a hand sewing
needle.

tip: Remember this is not realistic sheep portraiture!
The idea is to give a primitive outline to suggest a

mouth and nose, eyes and a curled horn. Have a look
on the template to see the details(page 7).
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7

When the sheep are ﬁnished and you are happy with them, cut the circle out and lay it onto the

second piece of felt. Sew the two pieces of felt together (this will hide the back of your work) and
then trim the larger piece of felt so that it is 2cm larger all around.
Comments from designer:

You can use the Graph Ruler (50 cm)(Art No.7703) to get this nice and accurate. A water erasable
marker is great to mark the felt ‒ if your felt is too dark, try the Chaco Liner Pen in white or silver
instead.

8

Cut the second piece of felt out following your marks. You can use the pinking shears too to make the
edge more decorative.

Designerʼ s Favourite
• Claw and Mat Cleaner
(Art No. 8919)

Claw and Mat Cleaner (Art No. 8919)- once again, this is the favourite!
And it has some pretty stiﬀ competition too! It is great for blending

and you can get really soft and pretty gradations of colour using the

tool to blend the yarn ﬁbres together. I have used it to softly rake the
half attached wool to get softer shadows and highlights. Deﬁnitely
one for the shopping list!
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〈templete〉

